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Juniors
Heat 1
Dominic Caulfield made a
very defensive start from
P2 almost spinning
himself round on the front
on Andre Forrester’s kart.
Later in the lap Lohit was
issued with a bumping
warning for front to rear

contact on Charlie but did
not gain position. Back at
the front its Ioan Evans
leading with Dominic
trying to find a way past.
Black flags were issued to
Christian and Charlie for
advantage by contact on

each other. Ioan manages
to hold onto his lead to
take the win.

the race but is struggling
for pace and appears to
be holding up the rest of
the pack. Things start to
hot up behind Charlie as
Lewis was hassling
Christian for 2nd place,
picking up a bumping

board during his efforts to
overtake. This allowed
Charlie to pull away and
secure his heat victory
while Christian managed
to hold onto 2nd place.

pull out a lead. Further
back the battle was
hotting up with Charlie
picking up bumping
boards while trying to
make his way up the
order. Andre had a
comfortable lead but it
was very close for 2nd
place between Ben and

Dominic, Ben on a very
fine line between
defending and blocking,
with marshals on track
keeping their eyes firmly
on this battle, Ben
manages to hold 2nd
while Dominic has to
settle for 3rd with Andre
taking a clear win.

place and set about
catching Lewis for 3rd,
putting in some good lap
times with a clear track.
Upfront, Dominic has
caught up and is hassling
Ben who is later issued a
straight warning for
blocking Dominic at the
top of the circuit, this

drops Dominic back a bit
as he has to regroup. Last
lap and Dominic is back
on the tail of Ben but it’s
too late as Ben takes the
heat win.

Heat 2
A good start by Ioan as he
went around the outside of
turn 1 putting him on the
inside line for the first
hairpin, he holds his line
as Lewis turns in making
contact and forcing lewis
to run wide, Charlie leads

Heat 3
Ben Walker made a very
forceful start holding his
line from P3 on the grid to
cut off Charlie taking 2nd
place. Charlie then fought
back at the hairpin but
also had to defend from
Dominic trying to rob him
of 3rd place. All this gave
Andre the opportunity to

Heat 4
Lewis was on pole
position for heat 4 but
unfortunately made a poor
start and dropped down
into P3 by the end of the
opening lap. This put Ben
into 1st place and he
looked to gap Dominic in
the opening laps. Charlie
made his way into 4th

Juniors

The Final
Dominic again takes pole
position for the final, he
gets off to a fast start and
is closely followed by Ben
Walker with Ioan Evans
just behind. There was a
lot of contact further down
the field on the opening
laps bunching up 4th-7th.
Dominic and Ben start to
pull away from Ioan who
at the same time is
dropping back towards

Andre in 4th place. Lohit
makes a very good
overtake on the inside of
hairpin 2 passing
Christian for 7th, only for
Christian to pull off a near
identical move the
following lap to retake the
position. By now Andre is
right on the back of Ioan
and looking for a way
through, he manages to
make a move stick to take

3rd place with 4 laps
remaining of the race,
Andre now with clear track
gets his head down and
puts in some rapid laps to
try and catch Ben in 2nd.
Unfortunately for Andre
there isn't enough time to
challenge for 2nd place
and he has to settle for
3rd behind Ben, while
Dominic takes the win by
a solid 5.766 seconds.

